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LEADERSHIP DISEASE CHECKLIST A4. DYNAMOPEXY
IMPACT - Risk Factors, Stages & Outcomes

What has already happened or might occur?
 ❑ Your people are maliciously obedient.
 ❑ Your people do not like or are worn down by how you leverage power to motivate them.
 ❑ People do not do their best because they know it would be bad to outshine you.
 ❑ People are very disappointed by not receiving praise for what they achieve.
 ❑ If some people get an opportunity, they stick it to you.
 ❑ No one wants to challenge what you hold dear: power, stature, and reputation.
 ❑ People believe you don’t trust others.
 ❑ People believe you do not want anyone else to have power.
 ❑ People leave to get away from you.
 ❑ People do not want others to know they are following a tyrannical leader.
 ❑ Some people are rooting for you to take a big fall.
 ❑ People view you as self-absorbed.
 ❑ Some people think you are hiding behind your symbols of power.
 ❑ People believe you think you are better than they are and don’t respect them.
 ❑ People see a clear divide between them and you or what you have achieved.
 ❑ People believe you could hurt or even destroy the organization.
 ❑ You lose your followership which reduces your power.
 ❑ Some people will put their efforts into sabotaging yours.
 ❑ You are not respected by others.
 ❑ People who do not value power, stature, or reputation think you’re an ass.
 ❑ Some people believe doing it your way does not work any longer.
 ❑ The coercive tactics of fear or force become less effective over time.
 ❑ People think your efforts are focused on looking good, impressive, and successful.
 ❑ People believe your formula for success does not include them.
 ❑ People think you have a superiority complex.
 ❑ People reduce their efforts knowing they will never achieve what you have nor share in it.
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